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accusatory

accusing or blaming someone; charging someone of wrongdoing

1. Rather than point an accusatory _________ at your sister, why not make 
time to reflect on what you have done?

2. From her mean and _____________ tone, I had good reason to believe 
she saw me as the thief who had p__________ the watch.

3. When Mrs Beckett saw that it was her son who had su________ (soiled; 

stained) the carpet with his muddy boots, she at once dropped her 
accusatory _______, mumbled a few words of apology and quit the 
drawing room.

admiring

to regard with pleasure and approval, or respect and esteem

1. “Ooh… Look at these handmade cards,” said Suzette in an ___________ 
voice. “Aren’t they beautiful?”

2. I have nothing but _____________ for the teachers of this special needs 
school.

ambivalent

having mixed feelings or contradictory attitudes about someone or 
something

1. Although the increased wages would come in handy, she was ambivalent 
about her new job as it meant that she would see _______ of her family.

2. As his beloved wife had tragically died in l________, Lee never managed 
to overcome the a____________ love-hate feelings he felt towards his 
child.

3. There is great ambivalence concerning c_______ in such an unjust 
society. How can we convict a hungry man who has turned to robbery 
to feed his family, while turning a blind eye to corrupt officials living in 
the laps of ill-gotten luxury?

4. There is today a growing ambivalence about the legacy of Christopher 
C_________. While he is generally hailed as a great explorer and the 
‘discoverer’ of the Americas, he has also been blamed for the harsh 
mistreatment of i_____________ (♦29, native) populations.

♦ This diamond sign directs you to pages in Vocabulary Illuminated, a separate
book which contains lessons on 100 critical vocabulary words. For best results, all 
books in this series should be used in the order suggested.

amused

finding something funny or pleasurably entertaining

1. It’s not funny. I’m ______ amused by racist jokes.
2. The mother smiled, __________ by her child’s c____d_____ (frankness).
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apathetic

lacking interest, concern, or enthusiasm

1. “Do what you want,” he said in an apathetic _______. “I won’t be here 
long anyway.”

2. “He’s here,” she commented, with a bored, ____________ look.
3. In Japan, the g__________ of customers is taken seriously. Retail staff 

who welcome customers in an apathetic t______ may be disciplined.
4. According to A________  E_________, the world is a dangerous place, 

not because of those who do evil, but because of t_______ who look on 
and do n_________. Indeed, a _ _ _ _ _ is d_____________ (♦7, harmful) 
to society. We should not be i____________ to (♦136, unconcerned about) 
suffering and evil around us, but should i_________ speak up and fight 
for what is r________.

apologetic

sorry and regretful; eager to express apology

1. “I must e________ myself,” she said, rather apologetically. “It’s getting 
late.”

2. “I don’t eat m______,” he said with an ____________ smile. “I’m afraid 
someone else will have to finish the Hawaiian pizza.”

3. In an apologetic _______ which I deemed wholly u _ n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 
she explained that her son had autism, which was why he had had a 
meltdown at my place the day before.

appreciative

feeling or expressing gratitude

1. A__________ he did not thank our team explicitly, we could hear the 
_______________ tone in his voice.

2. If you’re asking for a favour, you’d probably need a more appreciative 
t______.

3. Instead of being so q _ _ r _ _ _ _ _ (full of complaints), it would do you 
good to adopt a more appreciative a_________ in life.

assertive

bold and confident in putting forward one’s opinions

1. “__________ up for yourself, Joe,” Mrs. Baker advised. “Be 
____________ and don’t let the bullies tell you what to do.”

2. “No, Sir,” said the receptionist in an ___________  t______. “You cannot 
enter the hall w________ an ID.”

3. To speak with a _ _ _ _ t _ _ _ n _ _ _ is to state what we want clearly, 
directly and respectfully, without being an _ _ _  or ag _ r _ _ _ _ _ _. 
Being assertive helps us stand up for o___________ so that others do not 
take ____________ of us.
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4. In the past, women were expected to be passive and 
s _ _ m _ _ _ _ _ _ creatures. Those who demonstrated any bit of 
assertiveness were viewed as d _ v _ _ _ _ _ who had to be brought 
under control.

authoritative

commanding, as if one is in charge

1. “Bring me the report at 12PM,” she said in an a _ t _ _ r _ _ _ t _ _ _ tone.
2. Of the girls, Isabelle is the bossiest, and s_________ with the most 

authoritative manner.
3. The lieutenant general addressed his troops with an ________________ 

voice.

awe Covered in Volume I

B

belligerent Covered in Volume I

bitter

sad, angry and resentful, usually because of grief or pain which one has 
suffered

1. Although six years have passed, she still feels _________ about the 
divorce.

2. Stubbing out his cigarette on the ground, he said in a deeply bitter 
t______: “I gave my life to the company—but what was my rew______? 
I was falsely accused of espionage, and now suffer a reputation that can 
never be uns _ _ _ _ _ _ (unsoiled; untarnished).”

3. Despite having endured three years in jail for a crime he did _____ 
commit, he spoke with no trace of bitterness about the man who h____ 
made him a scapegoat.

C

callous

insensitive to the feelings of others, unfeeling and unsympathetic; 
lacking in compassion

1. “Yeah he’s dyin’,” he remarked in a loud and callous m________, 
gesturing to the patient lying helplessly on b____ 23C.

2. In a __________ tone, he remarked that the dead men had been involved 
in drug dealing, a trade which he believed indicated the worthlessness 
of their l_______.

3. In the past, female infanticide ______ common in China. Newborn girls 
were strangled, or c___________ dumped in rice fields and left to die.
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4. Despite steps made towards the achievement of democracy, deeply-
entrenched misunderstandings continue to p _ _ v _ _ l between 
communities in Myanmar. The predominantly B _ _ _ _ _ _ _ majority 
still holds shockingly c_________ attitudes towards the plight 
of the Rohingyas, a m _ _ g _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (♦77, excluded) Muslim 
community which has been attacked and persecuted. To avert a 
h _ m _ _ _ t _ _ _ _ _ crisis, we, as members of the i______________ 
community, must v_______ our concerns and pressure Myanmar’s 
political leaders into doing more to protect the R___________.

candid

truthful and straightforward, especially about a difficult or embarrassing 
subject

1. “Your weight is spiralling out of control, dear,” she said c _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
“I’m _____ going to avoid the issue—it’s something you need to work on.”

2. I gave my friend my candid o_________ of her boyfriend, but not 
surprisingly, it upset her.

3. What our country needs is a candid discussion on climate change. Which 
parties have been s__________ their environmental responsibility? 
Should harsher penalties be m _ _ _ _ out (♦132, given; ordered) to firms 
that flout existing regulations? There is no point in organising such a 
conference if no one is willing to be c_________.

casual

relaxed and unconcerned; without serious care or intention

1. The m_________ with the directors took place in a café, and was very 
c_________.

2. “It was just a __________ remark,” he said. “I didn’t expect it to offend 
anyone. I’m s_______!”

3. Though deeply disturbed ____ the violence he had just witnessed, he 
tried to make his voice s________ casual.

4. Given the construction firm’s casual a_________ towards safety 
procedures, an accident of that scale was i___________ (♦120, unavoidable).

cautionary

serving as a warning

1.  The Adventures of Pinocchio is an Italian novel by Carlo Collodi.
Humorous and action-packed, it is in fact a cautionary t _ _ _ for 
children, describing in sometimes gruesome detail the various 
p _ n _ _ _ m _ _ _ _ Pinocchio suffers when he skips school or fails to 
c _ _ _ _ _ (♦2) with his parents’ wishes.

2. At length, the old man turned towards me, and his voice took on 
a ______________ tone. “You’d better save those pennies,” he said 
g _ _ _ _ _ _ (♦30, solemnly). “These good times might not last.”
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Suggested Answers
Tone & Attitude (Pages 174-195)

Accusatory
finger, accusatory, pocketed, sullied, tone

Admiring
admiring, admiration

Ambivalent
less, labour, ambivalent, crime, 
Columbus, indigenous

Amused
not, amused, candour

Apathetic
tone/voice, apathetic, greeting, tone, 
Albert Einstein, those, nothing, apathy, 
detrimental/deleterious, indifferent, instead, right

Apologetic
excuse, meat, apologetic, tone, unnecessary

Appreciative
Although, appreciative, tone, querulous, attitude

Assertive
stand, assertive, assertive tone, without, 
assertiveness, angry, aggressive, ourselves, 
advantage, submissive, deviants

Authoritative
authoritative, speaks, authoritative

Bitter
bitter, tone, reward, unsullied, not, had

Callous
manner, bed, callous, lives, was, callously, prevail, 
Buddhist, callous, marginalised, humanitarian, 
international, voice, Rohingyas

Candid
candidly, not, opinion, shirking, meted, candid

Casual
meeting, casual, casual, sorry, by, sound, 
attitude, inevitable

Cautionary
tale, punishments, comply, cautionary, gravely, 
Despite, improve
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No. Text Question Answer

29 Yeah, I’ve seen our son’s latest post. The thing is, 
anyone can publish their new year’s resolutions 
on social media. But until things get done, it’s 
just cheap talk.

Attitude 
towards

son’s post

30 Yes, I know the Kings have just bought two more 
Ferraris. If we wanted, we could do that too, but 
I don’t think that’s how money should be spent.

Attitude 
towards the 

Kings’ lifestyles

31 “At 7.15PM sharp, you will leave this place and 
report to me!” came the booming voice of Hyeon, 
who strode across the factory like the leader of a 
marching band.

Hyeon’s tone

32 “Hey. I know our email exchanges yesterday 
were a little heated. Sorry about that. I know our 
strengths are complementary, and I’m certainly 
still keen to get the project going. If you’re open 
to more discussion, perhaps we could meet up 
over a cup of coffee?”

Tone

33 The switch to healthier lunchboxes has yielded 
promising results: teachers report improved 
student concentration, fewer visits to the sick 
room, and an increased awareness among 
students as to what constitutes good, and bad 
food.

Writer’s attitude
towards 

the switch

34 Naturally, young mothers like us are attracted 
to workplaces that provide childcare facilities. 
As a mother of two, I understand how tough it 
is to focus wholeheartedly on work when one is 
constantly worrying about the young child who 
is more than a few hours away.

Speaker’s tone

Lesson 6 — Tone & Attitude
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No. Text Question Answer

35 “Our lodge prefers the respectable sort of guests,” 
the lady declared. “We welcome students and 
visiting fellows from Jardin University, and of 
course, expatriates. But really, not the tramps or 
labourers from the northern rigs and construction 
sites. We can’t imagine people in dirty clothes 
crossing the threshold of our establishment.”

Attitude of 
establishment

36 It will never be the case, and we shall never 
convince them, for these men and women 
worship at the altar of money, deify* the rich, 
and see gold as their god.

*deify: to regard as a deity (god or goddess)

Attitude 
towards money

37 We were hungry and raided the kitchens of 
everything we could find. Bread, potatoes, 
tinned tuna and beans. In one of the houses, 
a man begged us to leave some bread for his 
family. He was standing in the doorway, so Matt 
fired a shot and he keeled over.

On June 22 we departed the town with supplies 
to last another month. By then, some of our men 
had died and many more were wounded.

Tone

38 As a girl, Laura had imagined herself clad in 
a beautiful bridal gown on her wedding day, 
walking across a chandelier-lit ballroom to the 
applause of hundreds of smiling guests. But 
when her turn to walk down the aisle finally 
came, she thought of the unpaid housing loan, 
the expenses for their future children, and 
decided that it would be infinitely wiser to 
wed in a simple cafe, in the presence of their 
family members and a few close friends.

Laura’s
attitude

towards her 
wedding plans

Lesson 7 — Tone & Attitude
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Suggested Answers
Tone & Attitude (Pages 199-210)

Lesson 7 (Pg 205)
1. Snobbish / Superior / Arrogant / 

Discriminatory
2. Glorifying / Idolatrous / Blindly adoring
3. Matter-of-fact
4. Pragmatic / Practical

Lesson 8 (Pg 206)
5. Confident
6. Contemptuous/ Disdainful
7. Dismissive / Unfazed / Indifferent
8. Condescending / Patronising
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